Privacy Declaration Suppliers (English)
During the normal execution of company processes we occasionally use personal data of the employees of
our suppliers. These data are protected under the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). In this
document we explain who we are, how our company group collects these data, how we protect it and how
we use it.
You will find a short summary of the legislation ("About the GDPR") on the website (www.intersoftelectronics.com), including links to delve deeper into. The General Privacy Declaration on the same website
offers general information on how our company group handles personal data.

COMPANY INFORMATION
The company group (hereinafter named "IE-group" or "Company"), consists of the European companies
Intersoft Electronics Group, Intersoft Electronics, IE Services and Integrated EMI Solutions (Radar
Solutions). This privacy declaration is uniformly valid for all the different companies within the company
group. Visit the website www.intersoft-electronics.com for more information and contact details.

YOUR PERSONAL DATA
Personal data often result from the professional relation between the company and its suppliers. This mainly
consists of names, positions, work email addresses, occasionally telephone or mobile phone numbers and
potentially other data befitting a professional relation.

PROTECTION OF PERSONAL DATA
1. All client information is stored on an internal, protected server with limited accessibility. Only employees
that are directly involved in the relation with the customer have access to the data.
2. Anonymous data (such as a generic email address "procurement@company.com") and non-personal
company data (such as the address of the company) do not fall under the GDPR and are stored
permanently.
3. Identifiable personal data are stored in the context of a long term relationship with the supplier that
supersedes individual product deliveries and maintenance contracts. A good and efficient relation with
our suppliers is in the justifiable interest of the company.
4. The company may have incorrect information when a supplier does not notify us of changes. We remove
or correct the information when we discover the discrepancy or are notified of changes.
5. The company does not use automated processing of personal data.
6. Personal data are not transferred outside the company group.

For more information
If you have questions regarding our treatment of your personal data you can reach us via email
at gdpr@intersoft-electronics.com.

Updates to the privacy policy
The IE-group reserves the right to update this privacy policy to reflect changes in its legal or regulatory
obligations or in the manner in which we deal with your personal information. We will notify those affected by
the changes (if this is legally possible).
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